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The Rietveld teohnique of profile refinement of powder diffraction

patterns makes the powder method much more competitive with the standard

single c~stal technique for the precise determination of moderately oomplex

orystal structures. This report describes modifications to Rietveld's

original computer program to allow the refinement of anisotropio thermal

vibrations, and is intended as a guide for the use of the program at

Harwell. Examples are given of recent work at Harwell in which the tech-·

nique has been used to stu~ structural transitions in ferroelectrics and

hydrogen bonded materials, anisotropic and anharmonic atomic vibrations,

and defect and magnetic structures, as well as for standard crystal

structure determination.
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I ·'1. Introduction. ~dvantages of the neutron powder method for otystal

It is much easier to obtain a powder speoimen than a single crystal of the

size required for neutron diffraction: in some cases in fact, it is impossible

to grow a suitable single crystal (84.2). Even when single orystals are avail

able, a strong argument oan often be made for using the powder method instead•

.At first sight, the pow,der method appears to beat a great disadvantage for

work on a~ but the most simple struotures. The usual teohnique of integrating

under the Bragg peak to obtain the intensity or magnitude of the struoture faotor

for each reflexion is impossible for more complex struotures because of the

overlap of adjacent Bragg peaks. This immediate~ rules out all of the standard

methods of structure refinement developed over the past sixy years. It does not

however, mean ~hat the structural information is lost, merely that a new teoh"

nique is needed to retrieve it (Rietveld, 1967). The very complexitr of over~

lapping powder patterns means that they contain much information about the

orystal, structure. Rietveld's idea was to forget about separating the individuaL

Bragg reflexions, and to concentrate instead on using the qetailed shape of the

powder pattern to decide between various structural modelso The parameters for

these models can be refined to give the best possible fit to the powder pattern

profile.

Of course, information is irretrievably lost in a po~der pattern if there

is exact coincidence of two or more diffraction peaks. For example, in the

cubic perovskite structure AB0
3

, differences between the intensities of the

(710), (550) and (543) reflexions, all of which appear at the same Bragg angle,

contain information about the anisotropy in the vibrations of the o~gen atoms

(Hewat, 1972a). Nevertheless a large amount of information is retained in a

powder pattern, including information about the anisotropy of the vibrational

amplitudes.

By making use of all of this information it is often possible to learn as

much about a c~~ta1 structure from a one day powder scan as from a much longer

period on a single crystal instrument: the powder patterns mentioned in this

report required less than twenty-four hours of instrument time eaoh. In a single

crystal experiment, diffractometer time is spent in aligning the c~st81 and

checking for twinning, extinction etc. Sometimes a number of' ory8tale mUBt be

tried to find the best one. Even with on-line computer control, a single crystal

instrument is often, inefficient' in operation. If integrated Bragg intensities

are required, most of the time is spent off the centre of the peak, measuring

the base and the background regions, and more time is spent re"orientating the

crystal for each Bragg peak. Much less time is spent on aligning and testing a
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powder specimen, and for complicated patterns, a greater proportion of the

operation time is spent on counting near the centre of a Bragg peak. A simple

counter scan is sufficient for a powder run, so that an expensive computer is

not required to control the experiment.

Apart from the obvious cost-benefit advantages of high rates of data col"

leotion, the stu~ of the effect on the structure of changes in temperature,

pressure, etc. becomes very attra9tive when the run"time is short. Such

changes in the environment ot' a 8u.ulplo ut't.,l VUI'Y muoh ouuior to arrnnge on a

powder diffractometer than on a single cry~tal machine, where the sensitive

c~stal orientating mechanism is in the way.

Extinction, or the breakdown of the usual kinematic diffraction theo~

for the large single crystals needed for neutron structural work, introduces

systematic errors in~o single crystal data and limits the precision with which

the c~stal structure can be obtained from such data. Other systematic errors

occur because of the difficulty of correcting for thermal diffuse scattering.

The extinction effect is very small for the powder method and the contribution

from thermal diffuse scattering appears to be les8 important, 50 that in some

oases mo~e precise structures can be obtained with the powder method.

Finally it should be remembered that the profile program is a technique

for structure refinement: it was ~ot intended to compete with methods such as

those b~eed on Fourier techniques for the solution of structures about which

very little is known. However with neutron diffraction we are almost always

trying to refine the details of a structure which has alrea~ been solved

approximately by X~ay or other techniques - finding more precise positions

for the &to~a, especial~ those of hydrogen, and the lighter elements, measuring

masnetio mo~onta, nuolea~ and magnetic di50rde~, defect structures, atomio

vibrational amplitUdes eto. For these struoture refinement problems the
R1etvQld method of profile analysis of neutron pOWder patterns often has many

advantagea over the oingle c~stal technique.

2. Summa£Y of the Rietveld refinement procedure

Figure 1 shows a section of the powder pattern obtained at Harwell for the

orth~rbombio phase ot perovskite KNb0
3

(Hewat, 1973a). The error bars indicate

the s~atistical uncertainties in the count obtained at each point, and the stars

correspond to the calculated pattern for the structure obtained from the profile

refinement pro8ram. In the 26 range 61 0 to 75.50
' there are 35 Bragg reflexious,

the centres of whioh are marked along the base of the scan. Over 200 independent
reflexions oontribute to the complete pattern, measured between 26 limits of 100

and 1160 in 1e8$ than twenty...rour hours •
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~ For each 2e point in this pattern, the profile refinement program oaloulat~8

,

;1 the contributions from all of the Bragg reflexions in the vicinity, and compares

the total y. (calc) with the observed count y. (obs) (Rietveld, 1969). The struoture
~ ~

parameters, whioh determine y.(calc), are then adjusted to minimize the quantity

I ~
f X

2
. = ; wi [Yi(ObS)-*Yi(oalc)]2

The aummation is over all the 26 points i, ~nd wi ~ 1/~i2 ~ 1/Yi(obS) is the weight

allotted to the oount Yi (obe). 0 is. a Icale' faotor.. ',Rietveld f 8 weighting aoheme
~anbe.! ..j~8t:1:fi.e4. in the follpwins way.

, . 1 . .'
Suppose that the counts Yi (ol?s) are sample s of some population function c~-yi (calo)

whioh is oompletely defined by the crystal structure parameters. The probability

Pi that a given sampl~ oOWlt y. (obs) will differ f.rom ±y. (catc):'it)' given.Jby
~ v·· ~

since each sample count comes from a normal distribution centred on 1 y.-(caio), with
c~- ~

standard deviation cri =l1..Yf(calc). The probability P that all, of the counts are

sample~ of the p opulation 1. Y(ca1c.) is the pr~duct?ii Pi of the individual proba-
bilities . c (

2This probability is maximized if the exponent fa.ctor X is minimized using the

weighting scheme W. oc 1/0'.2 CII 1/Y. (obs).
~ 1. ~

Rietveld shows that each Bragg reflexion can be described by a gaussian pe~k

Yi,k whose full width at half height Hk depends on three parameters U, V and W

This "'gau8sian

Hk
2

=
2utan Ok + Vtan8k + W

with bk =41n2/~2 is arbitrarily cut off at a distance 1.5 Hk on either side of

... 3 -
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its centre 26 =26k i.e. when its contribution becomes ve~ small. The positions

26k and intensities Ik of these reflexions are determined by the structural para

meters, (lie = tFk
2 J.Ic~2 JIn?/(\:{1t) where t is the counter step width, Fk the

~tructure factor, Jk the multiplicity and Lk the Lorentz factor).

~t low angles, allowance is made for peak a~ymmetry, and another parameter

P is introduced (Rietve14, 1969). A fifth param~ter Zis needed to specify the

counter zero-point. In princip~e these parameters U, V,W, P and Z can be deter

mined onoe ~d for all tor a given diffractometer geometry, but in practice it

is neces3ary to refin~ a~ least Z for every pattern, since any small change in

the count~r zero-point would otherwise have a large effect on the correspondence

obtain~d Q~tween the obijerved and calculated patterns.

}fo~ tbt» a~o r~ ..... oon, it io neoessary to rofine the lattice parameters a, h,

c, ~, ~, y eve~ if both tbey and the wavelength are known. On the other hand,
2the fact that small changes in these parameters have a large effect on X means

that they can be deter~ined very precisely. For example, it is possible to

obtain v~luea,reprQduciblebetween independent runs on the PANDA diffr~ctometer,

to at least + o.oo1l an~ + 0.02
0 for the cell edges and angles respectively.- -

3. ¥odifications for anisotropic temperature parameters
. I '

When 4ni8otro~ic temperatur~ factors ~ij are introduced, the real and

imaginary par~8 of the atomic structure factor Fk =~ + iBk become (BML~

Busing, Martin and Lev,y, 1962)

cos. )
",r )

sin
"r )

cos ~
= . 21t( h x + k Y + 1. z + t ]Sln r K r K 1 K r

•l ~
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'The (hk)r are index produota transformed to the equivalent poa1t1on r. For
atome in g~neral pQoitiona (hk):r ;; hrkr , ~nd th10 haa btHtn taken to b~ \U'liversally

tr\le for the purposes of the profile refineluent progra.m, 8.ES in the OR FLS program

(BML). The usual rules (Levy, 1956) can be used to determ~ne the 8ymmat~

properties of the temperature parameter tensors ~ij(K). Constraint relations

between the various ~ij can be introduced by means of the parameter codewords

and constraint cards: (§5.2) so that these symmetry"properties are retained

throughout the refinement.

New expressions for the derivatives of Fk with respect to the various para

meters can easily be obtained from the above expressions: in all oases a factor

exp r mUltiplies Rietveld's original cos and sin faotors, and in the.O&8e of
" , Kr Kr .

the derivatives with respect to ~ i . (K), additional factors of (hk) • h k also
J r r r

appear inside the r ~umma tion over" equivalent positions.

.Apart from the magnotio pal'amotor6 (Riotvald, 1969), the struotural para

meters are now equivalent to' those used in the OR FLS program (BML), exoa~t

that it is possible to specify either B.. or ~ .. temperature parameters in the
l.J l.J

input data. The program converts to ~ .. for internal calculations, but recon~
. l.J

verts to Bij for the detailed printout of the results.

4. Examples of powder patterns analysed at Harwell

The five diffractometers used for ppwder wo~k at Harw~ll have been described

by Wedgwood (1968). We will only mention here some recent work on the ~AN~A

machine, for which the monochromator angle ,_ga.n._b.e __Y~;£i.~.Q._Q~~~jtlL.3.Q.~ __and_..~.Q..~,,·"

Bt!}ng a ra.~g~.o.f.ne~.~:ron wavelengths f~~m O~.7~_to 2.JJ. The full width at
-..---._....__.~-_.- . . .......-.. ',. .. . ------..-.......-...-- ..

half height at the focussing angle 26 (approximately equal to the monochromator

take-off angle) 18'0.5 degrees, and 26 can be set to a precision approaching
o 0± 0.01 degrees over the range ~10 to 117 by means of a Moi~e fringe system.

The neutron flux (about 7 x 105 counts/cm2/sec at the specimen) is such

that a run can often be completed in 24 hours. Any temperature between 4.2K
and 12000 C is available at the specimen, which usually consists of 5-25 gm of

powder in a vanadium or silica glass can.

4.~ Ferroelectric and antiferroelectric structural transitions in
perovskitea

At high temperatures the perovskite AB03 structure is cubic, with A

atoms on the corners, B atoms on'the centres and 0 atoms on the centres of

the faces of the cubic cell. When the temperature i8 lowered, certain

soft vibrational modes become unstable, and the resulting atomic displaoe"

ments (~o.1.R) lower the symme try of' the lattice, wi.th change s of the order

... 5 -



of 1% in the lattice constants (e.g o Cochran and Zia, 1968). These small

ohanges cause splitting of the cubic perovskite diffraction linea, which

cannot than be fully resolved; quite complicated powder patterns ~e8ult

(figure 2) • .As well, in 'antiferroelectric' materials, the unit ,c~ll

becomes a multiple of the original cell, and superlattice lines appear",

in the pOWder pattern. It V(ould be impossible to analyse such comi;lex:':'~
patterns on th~ usual basis of integrated intensities. For example, more,
than 200 distinot reflexions contribute to the pattern for orthorhombic~

KNb03 (fi8Ure 2a).

We have been able to analyse such patterns though, using the profile

refinement proa:raw. with anisotropic temperature param~ters. Figure 1 is

typica.l. ot the fit obtained: the agreement between calculated and observed

point~ ove~ th~ entire pattern approaches the limit imposed by purely

stati8tic~1 fluctuations in the number of counts observed. The atomic

pooit1Qna are determined by this fit to at least + O.01j, the cell

dimenaiono to ± O.001X and the cell angles to ~ O~02°. To allow Q~m
pariaon of the ~esu1ts of the profile refinement with those of single

orystal wor~, we can calculate the quantity

~uclear

\.\\;'1

usin8 the observed intensities integrated for each reflexion at the end

of the refinement. The observed counts can be divided up between over

lappins r~flexions aocording to the relative contributions of these

reflexions computed from the fitted structure (Rietveld, 1969). Typical

R._ 1 factors of 2.5 and 2.6 were obtained for the orthorhombic and--NUc ear
rhombohe~~l modifications respectively of KNb0

3
• Thiacompares favour~

ably with Qareful single crystal measurements for similar problems (Hewat,

Rouse and Zaooai, 1972; Hewat, 1973b). The uncertainties in the values

ot the struotural parameters are no larger for the powder results tha.n

tor the single c~8tal work.

Other perovskitas studied using the powder method include BaTi0
3

, NaNb 03'

K~a03' SrT103, PbHf03, NaTa03, .AgNb0.3 and .AgTa0.3.

4-.2 .!lY~o~en bonded antiferroelectricB and ferroelectricB

a,,:lnS18 orYltll.lll of hydroBan bondod N1{l...~POJ~. and NHl•.~.AsOl •. brea.k up
when the ant1ferroeleotric structural transition is encountered at lower

temperatures. This makes single crystal work almost impossible, but has no

effect on pOWder work. Figure.3 shows the ohanges observed in the powder

... 6 -



pattern of fully deuterated NH4H2P04 when the antiferroalectrio transitron

ooours (Hewat, 19730). The lattioe aymmetx'y i~ ~owevQd wh~n thQ hydrogen

'toms order on one or the other of' the altarnat:Lve aitee aV'ailable to them

at higher temper~turea, as postulated by Nagamiya (see Kl{nZig, 1957), ~lha

strong 8uperlattioe reflexions appear in the low temperature phase because

NH4~P04 is an antiferro~leotric, rather than a ~erroelectric li.ke, ~P04'

Similar results have been obtai~ed for deuterated NH
4

H
2
As0

4
,

Other hydrogen bonded materialS studied using the powder method include

deuterated ferroelectrio NaH
3

(Se03)2 and deuterated SnC12,2~O,

4.3 Measurements of anisotropic and anharmonic vibrational amplitudes

Beo~use extinotion effects are negligible for the powder method we have

used powder patter.os to i.nvestigate thermal vj,brations in several interesting

materj,als.

Vibrational a.mplitudes, and lattice dynamical measurements in general,

are of imp,ortance for the A15 structure high te~perature superoonductors,

suoh as Nb
3

Sn. This material also has a structural transition at 45K

which we are attempting to study using the powder method. Figure 4 shows

the pattern obtained at room temperature f·or Nb
3

Sno A profile analysis

of this pattern shows that the chains of Nb atoms vibrate with considerably

larger amplitudes in directions perpendicular to these cha;ins than along

themo The question of the so-called low, temperature anharmonicity of the

vibrations of the Sn atoms (Hewat p 1972b) has been resolved; further

information will become available when the low temperature patterns have

been analysed.

Further powder work on arularmonic vibrations has been done on materials

;having' the' 'rocksalt and zincblende structureso

4.4 other powder work at Harwell using the profile refinement program,

structural work connected with defect studies has been completed by

Cheetham and Norman (1973) on YF
3

and BiF}o struct'~al studies of magnetic

materials have been started by B. Haywood, and on alloy systems by 4. Selfo

~t is expeoted that the profile refinement program will become increasingly

important for the analysis of neutron powder patterns at Harwello

Input and output format for the Fortr.an program

The program is in two parts which can be run separatelyo

1) preparation of profile data programa

2) structure refinement programo

- 7 -
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5.1 Pre~aration of ~rofile data

Thia prosram correots the me~3ured profile intenBities Y1 tQr baok

ground. It also determines thoae reflex10na which oan theoretioally

contribute to the intensity 1i i.e. those whioh are located within 1!
times tQeir halfWidth of the position 26

i
.

The output, originally saved on magneti.'c tape, is now stored in

a private or soratoh disk area, to be used as the input for the refine

ment program.

Format of the data cards

Data cards for both programs are punched wherever possible

in fields of 8.

I I

-
~i
t ll ~

u1JX
"\ . ,V':

)

b~&-·~·
i
j

, -'"' \~'

~

1•

2.

4.

TITLE •

ID.

a,b,c,a.,f3,y.

1-.,

Z,

u,v,w.
)

FORMAT (20M-)

- consisti.ng of any Holerith information.

This will be used as a heading for the

printer outputo

FORMAT (M-)

"'"' problem id,entification, any four

characters including .blank.s.

: FORMAT (6F8.t;j J
- lattice constants of the real space cell

a,b,c in X; a~~IY in degrees.

FORMAT (?P8t 4-) ./ (~f-l\",4-:- P-leTX I'il..)

- neutron wavelength in ~;

- approximate zeropoint reading 0 f

coun.ter in 0.01 degrees 26.

- approximate halfwidth parameters
" 2If" = U tan e -er V tane ... W

where H is the full width of a single

reflexion at ha.lf height, in 0.01

'l\'v»t' hl'0nl~ ~'- a... .P NI.C
~ 5. ~ cards

(i) pos(1)) B/G(1).

(ii) pos(~), B/G(2).

.... a nwnber (nn ,< 50) of cards, each

containing a 26 angle pos(i) in 0.01

degrees 26, and the background count

B/G(i) at thi.s angle. These cards

- 8 -



6. OPTIONAL ~ 10 cards

-low(i), ~high(i).

u,

~
,:j .~
~ I
~t
~
If
I,

_. I
•••·

- 100

···•
- 100

must be in order of increasing 2e~

and are terminated by a card oontaining

-100 in the first field.

The background count at any other

angle is obtained from these values by

linear interpol&tion.

FORMAT (2;1:8)

These cards speoify up to ten regions

of the powder pattern, between 26 •

low(i) and 26 =high(i) in 0.01 degrees

26, which are to be exoluded from the

refinement. N.B. low(i) and high(i)

are preceded by negative signs for

reasons of program oontrol.

"

7.

N.

B.

NH,NK,NL.

9- N cards

ICODE,

This set of cards, it inoluded,

is terminated by a card oon~ining

-100 in the first field.

FORMAT (I8)

- n~ber of reflexions in the reflexion

list to follow 0

FORMAT (3 IB )

" denominators of the Miller indices

h,k,l. These are included to

eliminate the need to write non

integral Miller indices in oase of oell

enlargement. The program interprets

the given indices in the reflexion

list as h/NH, k/NK, l/NLo

FORMAT (5IB)

=: 1 intensity (h,k,l) due solely to

nuclear scattering

= 2 intensity' (hJjkS/l) due solely to

magnetic scattering

::: 3 intensity (h,k,l) due to both

nuclear and magnetic scattering

!
I

[,

ii
L

~
I.
~
i
I

i



h,k,l, - the Miller indices (see card 7).
They Can be generated on cards for a

given Laue group using a program

written by J. B. Fbrsyth of tpe

Rutherford Laboratory, Harwell. All

reflexions which contribute to the

pattern must be included.

WLT. " the multiplicity of reflexion h,k,l.

10. FORMAT (318)

M counter starting angle in 0.01 degrees

26.

A, - counter step size in 0.01 degrees 26.

w, - counter finishing angle in 0.01 desrees

26.

FORMAT (10r8)11. (w..-a,¥6 + ')/10 Gt-~

~(Q,) ,~(a,1A)••• r(0.+1 Qi). ~ the powder pattern counts including

background, at angles o.+nA. There

are 10 counts per card.

5,1.2 Printout for'profile preparation program

The reflexion list is printtJd with the htluding

NO. CODE H K L MUtT HW POSN

an ordinal number NO. having been allocated to each reflexion h,k,l.

The h~lfwidth HN and position POSN are in 0.01 degree 26 units.

The profile intensity list is printed with the heading

POON I+B B 1 w NO. NO. ••••• NO.

and contains the interpolated background B and count intensity I
oorrected fOT background at each step position POSN. W=250/I+B

10 the weisht allotted to each of these counts. The ordinal numbers

of all of the reflexions which contribute to this count are listed

under the heading, NO.

Tbi. data 1. Baved on a private or scratoh disk area for U8e
later in the r~finement prosram.

;.2 Struoture refinement

The profile and structure parameters are stored in arr~ Xi,j. With N

a tome the array elements are ..

... 10 -



I YK
z· B. N Kx Ky. Kz. ~11K f3 22" f3j'" ~12" ~13" ~2f« It· K' " I( " "·· i :;; 1,N····C P - Q 1/0

u V W Z .A B 0 D E 'F
..

Symbols not previously. meriti.oned are defined in,
Rietveld's paper (1969) ....

For each or these Xi,j a codeword CXi,j is needed. If this codeword

ie zero, the corresponding Xi,j is held fixed throughout the refinement, but

otherwise the oodeword specifies the ordinal number p of. the paramete~ X1,j'
p runs from 1 to size, where s1ze 1s the dimension of the least squares

matrix of parameters; ~very number p in this interval must be allocate4 to

some Xi,j' but the order of allocation ia unimportant.

These ande,words ~y also be used to specify simple liqear relations,

such as y =ax, ~etweep the Xijl aince the codeword for Xi,j is dafined a8

= aign(a) x (10p + lal].

If X is regarded as the 8th parameter for the refinement (R :: 8) and z the

9th, the codewords for the atom co....ordi~tes (x, ~, z) ";ould be (81., ,.J

-80.25, 91.). For each increment 6x in x, an increment -0.25 6x would be . r

added to Y.

Since these codewords specify relations between incrementa, the same

oodewords would be uaed if the atom position was actually (x, ~+t, z):

thu oonat~nt y dioplaoumont of i io spooifiod by tho initial values given

for the atom co-ordinates, and is preserved Whatever increment.is added

to x•

.A facility for the introduction of more complex relations between the

variables is also available. For example, any linear relation such aa

aX. . + bx.. 1 + eX +. • • = d1,J -K, m,n (1 )

can be introduoed by specifying a,i,ji b,k,l; c,m,n; etc. and d on the

appropriate constraint oards. The variables X. j' ~ l' X etc. should
1., -K, m,n

all have different least squares parameters assigned to them i.e •

.. 11 ..



o I- ex. . I cx- 1 I C" etc.
1., J --k, m, n

For a quadratic relation such as

d (2 )

the left hand side should first be differentiated, giv~ng

In thia CJxpro tHsi,?n, all tho turma f'Ol' whioh oX
i

, j ;.a 0 i. o. fox' whioh thtl

codeword CXi,J :::,0, are to be cancelled. .Assuming CXK,L :; 0, the expres""'

8ion reduces to

The quadratic relation (2) is then introduced by specifying 2a,1,j,i,j;

b,K,L,k,l; c,m,n,M,N; c,M,N,m,n; and d on the constraint cards.

No mixed relations of linear and quadratic terms are allowed. The

maximum number of terms in (1) and (3) is 9 and the total number of linear.
and quadratic relations must not exceed 4 unless the dimension statements

in the Fortran program are adjusted appropriately.

Format of data cards
4 •

I I

1.

TITLE

ID,

CALC,

FORMAT (2QM.)

• as for first program

f~4' ... the aame problem identifier used in

programs 1.

• forced termination of refinement if for all

parameters,oalculated shift < £x estimated

error.

=0 when only nuclear intensitiea are to be
calculat~d, i.e. if CODE; 1 for all

reflexions.

~ 1 when the magnetic intensities are to be

caloulated according to the formula of
Halpern and Johnson (1939).



,. '

PH,PK,PL,

LIM.

r~

=2 when the average magneti? intensities are to

be calculated in a uniaxial configurational

sp in syrnme try.

= 3 when the average magnetic intensities are

to be calculated in a cub~o configurational

spin symmetry.

.. Miller indices of the normal to the surface

of plate, like crystals.' When no preferred

lo;riontat'ion correotion, is' reqU'i~ed, 'the

valuo of' thcao indices ia irrelevant.

"'" the limiting angle in 0.01 degrees 2Q below

which the diffraction peaks are to be cor~

rected for the asymmetrical vertical diver~

gence effect.

3. (0)

CENTRE,

EQUIV,

TYPE,
.1

L
FOllM,

ATOM,

ROT,

~ 1 for non-centrosymmetric space groups

=2 for centrosymmetric space groups

A magnetic structure is centrosymmetric

when the atoms in the ,oentre of symmetry
,

related:positions have equal magnetic vectors

poi.nting in the~ directiono

"'" number of equivalent positionso These should

not be related by a centre of symmetryo Th~

description of the untransformed position

(x,y,z) is not included, but ia genera.ted

by the progra.m ..

- nwnber of nuclear scattering lengthsJ d'r X'-~ Savtt·

- number of normalized magnetic scattering cF~' .
!curves.

... number of atoms"

"'" number of magnetic vector rotation matrices

for each quivalent positiono When there are

magnetic atoms, ROT should always be larger

than zero, even when EQUIV ~ 0.. Also in thia

latter case$ a number of ROT identity matrices

are 8enerated by the program for the untrans

formed (xpy, z).

- 1.3 -



FORMAT (2F8)

"' matrix Mdescribing the rotation of the

magnetic vector of the first type of

~gnetic vector transformations in the

first equivalent position relative to

position (x,y,z). There is a total of

ROT such cards after each (R,T) card.

- number of refinement cyoles required_

~ relaxation factor for temperature factor

i and preferred oriontation parameter shifts.

.. list of sineIA and f"values describing

the normalized magnetic scattering
l .:; •. ,

curves. Generally, when sin6ft, = 0, 't

f =1., The cards (~ 20 for each curve)

must be arranged in order of increasing

Bine~. Each set, if present, is ter

minated by a card with -100 in the first

field•

FOHMArr (IB, 311'8, 518)

FORMATG(6F8) d It," ·~t X, -12
- total of TYPE scattering 1 ngt s. (19" cnt)

• relaxation factor for co-ordinate shifts.

T1, ~ matrix R and vector T describing an

T2, equivalent position. There is a total

T3. of' EQU.~ such cards.

·•·-·•

'FORM' seta of cards-6.

(i)a tJin61IA , £'11-

(i)b tJin62ft., f 12 •

~
-100

(ii)a. 81n61/x, £21-

--•
..100

7.

CYCLE,

RELAXC,

RELAXB,

~~:;r·-:~~'~~:;,~~';';'·:",>~~~;'::";':~-":;"':""~~··"1" -- ":' ;---:""'t1'~:j;t.-:'~:o-. ....-#'~.,' ....... -.- ,.' ':.{'y·,,;.,h..... "".·-p-~:r':"..oj .. '..;t-H'; "'it,,···~

./~. P--f\J»)(~f}.~ l'.t h"X:-~
....,'- - -.

~~~J. '. '.':; qautron wavelength' in X,
.~'I ,4', EQUIV x ROT' cards - FORMAT '(12F6) . ,---:; X1<'A>-(),

(i)a R11 , R12 J R13'

~1' ~2' ~3'
R

31
, R

32
, R

33
,

M11 , ~2' Jd13,

~1' ~2' ~.3'
1&31' M32, M33 ·

: I

, I

"

! 1 :

• ',1

RELAXS,

OUT"

~ relaxation factor for scale, occupation

number, and magnetic vector components.

The relaxation factor for shifts in the

halfwidth parameters, the zeropoint, the

oell parameters, and the asymmetry para"

meter is permanently set to 0.8.

= 1 for printed output of observed and oalcu-
\-

lated profile intensities on last refinement

cyole, else :;; O•

... 14 ..

t ,

'!,'

\ " ,I



·';J
":!):.~

~ I

"
.\

I,~

PUNCH,

MATRIX,

CORRE~,

COOlij).

8.

c,

Q.

9. 2 x ATOM cards

(i)a LABEL,

NTYP,

MTYP,

MROT,

=1 or 3 for pWlohed output of oaloulated

and separated observed struoture faotors
after last cycle.

~ 2 or 3 for punohed output of observed and
oalculated profile intensitieD on lJst

cycle, else ;:: O. '.

=1 'for printed. output of correlation matrix

with al:}. elemeX}ts mUltiplied by 1O~, ( ,L,
else =O. !YILV>t e-.e. :: I f'>v OUr t.- 0 P .. )

=1 for punched output of covarianoe matrix (
1/

of the co-ordins. te s of all atoms after j?/

last cycle, else =0•.

=1 for punched output of ooordinates tape

with new param~ters after last cycle,

else =O.

FORMAT (2F8)

- overall scale factor 8uchthat y(calc) =
c x y(obs).

~ overall isotropic temper~ture parameter.

FORMAT (A4,3I4,8F8/6F8)

- identification characters for atom•

.... ordinal number of relevant scattering

length.

- ordinal number of magnetic scattering

curve.

- ordinal number of magnetic vector

rotation matrix with each equivalent

position. For magnetic atoms MROT > 1.

- fractional atomic coordinates.

" isotropic atomic temperature parameter.

This is effectively added to the overall

temperature parameter Q•

.... occupation number.

- 15 ....



(i)b

(311' (322' (333'

(312 ~ (313' {3 23·

OR(i)b

B11 , B22 , B
33

,

B12, B13, B23 •

10.

U,V,W,

z.
il

~

11 •

DIR.

12.

.A,B,C,D,E,E'.

OR 12 •....
a,b, o.

~ magnetic vector components in the directions

x,y, z. These are only needed when MRCYl' >; 1.

... if Dill :: +1 (see card 11) the se are the

anisotropic (3 temperature parameters defined

in §.3.

... if DIR::; ... 1, anisotropic B.. temperature para-
~J .

meters are given instead. Subroutine CELL
then calculates the ~ .. factors from the

:lJ
reciprocal cell constants a*, b., c*, ~.,

f3 ., y ••

/3 11
::; .t .2B

" 4 a· 11

(312 ::; ~ a*b-B etc.12

These B.. factors are more closely related
:lJ

to the actual vibrational amplitudea than

are th~ (3ij factor~, and are equivalent to

the isotropic BMfac~or when

FORMAT (4F8)

- halfWidth parameters as in program 1.

... zeropoint position of counter in 0.01

degrees 28.

FORMAT (18)

= +1 when the oe11 oonstants on the following

card are given as A,B,C,D,E,F,

= ~1 when the real cell constants a,b,c,~,f3,y

are given.

FORMAT (6F8)

- cell constants according to

1/d
2

;:;4 Ah
2 + Bk

2 + C1
2

... Dkl ... Ehl + Fhk

~ oell dimensions in i.
... oell angles in degrees •

.... 16 ...



13·

14.

G,

P.

SIZE.

lit. \'

'\,
i,

FORMAT (2F8)

_ preferred orientation parameter.

- asymmetry parameter.

FORMAT (I8)'

... total number of' least squares parameters ;I

size of normal matrix.

FORMAT (8F8./6F8)

codewords for the fractional atomio 00

ordinates.

" codeword for the isotropic temperature

parameter. ~
_ co""e..wo'("A. ror t"'t.. ""tCTW\- oa...uf(J·ti\',)~ f'\VMh

4ol
\

~ codewords for the magnetic vector components

(if MROT ~ 1)

- codewords for the anisotropi.c r3 ij

temperature parameter~o

This pair of cards is neede~ for each of the

ATOM atoms.

FORMAT (2F8)

_ codeword:for the overall scale factor.

_ codeword for the overall isotropic temperature

factor.

FORMAT (4F8)

codeword for the halfwidth parameters

codeword for'the counter zeropointo

FORMAT (6F8)

_ codewords for the cell constants

FORMAT (2F8)

~ codeword for the preferred orientation parameter

~ codewQrd for the asymmetry parameter

FORMAT (2I8)

... number of linear constraint functions.

_ number of quadratic constraint functions.

_.. -_ ...._... -_ ... - ._._~----_._._--_._.__. - --...,...---
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(1) On cards 15(i)a ~tter CB, insert

(2) Foliowing cards 20, insert

"21. NLC·aets
cards .

"On.. ,

a,i,j.

b,k,l.

c ,m,n.
-100.

d.

- codewordifor the atom oooup6tioA~"

FORMAT (F8,218)
'J.

- coefficients and indices ot the tlrat
linear const raint function. The laat'
term, d is preceded by a card contelftl,.,

-100 in the first field. A total ot lAC

sets of such car~ is req.uired.

22. NQC sets
cards

2a.,i,j,i,j.

b,K,L,k,l,

c,m,n,M,N.

c,M,N,ID,n.

-100

d.

- coefficients and indices of the tint
quadratic constraint function, lOt out
as for the example on p.12. Again tbt

last term d is preceded by a card

containing -100 in the first field. A

total of NQC sets of such ca.rd8 1.

required" •



i,
! "

I'
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I
I \

I

i
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~ 1

'i

I
I'

!:

! ; .~' I

~, ... J'_~l.~<" .# 5.2.2 Printout of structure refinement program

After each cycle, there is printed for each parameter, including

the (3 ij factors

(i) its new value (X),

(ii) the shift (DX) applied to the old value, being the calculated

shift multiplied by the relevant-relaxation factor,

(iii) its estimated standard deviation (SI) according to the

formula;

o-(x) ;; I a'IJ M-1 • l:W{ cy(obs) - y(calc)} 2/(N_P+C) ,pp

where M~1 is the diagonal element of the inverted normal matrix corre-
pp th

&ponding to the p- parameter, "a" the codeword coefficient (§5.2), N

the number of statistically independent observations, P the number of

least squares parameters, and C the number of constraint functions.

The Qell constants are printed in the order: A, B, C, D, E, F.
~Wbile the refinement is always on the components of the magnetic vector,

, th~ magnatic mome nt 5 (M) and the ir corre sp onding standard de viationB. (SI

ar~ also calculated from these components after each ref.inement cycle.

The three entries after R-FACTORS correspond with:

~ ;:; 100 l:1 I(obs) ... *1(ca1c) I/L 1(obs).

~ ;; 100Ll y (obS)'" ~ y(calc)I/L:ly(obs)l,

n} .. 100jr,WIY(ObS) .. *y(calc)J
2
;twIY(Obs)J

2

The UPECTED R..fa 0 tor .. 100 J (N-P+C)fi,wl Y(obs )j 2•

R(NUCLEAR) • 100 ~IInuo(obs) ~! Inuo(oalc)l~ Inuc(obs).
, 0

R(MAGNETIC) g 100 l:lrmag(obs) "" ~ Imag(calo) 1/ LImag(oba).

N~P+C = the number o~ degrees of freedom, where N is the number of

statistioally independ@nt ODlervationa y, P th~ number of le~at aqu~re$

parameters, and C the number of oon~traint fUnotions. The totals at th
end otthe printout have the followins meaning:

SUMYDIF = L\y(ObS) - 1 y(oalc)Ic

SUMYOBS ;; ~ly(obs)1

- 18 -



1
SUMYCALC = - L:y(calc)c

SUMWYOBSSQ = L:W{ y( obs)J 2

SUMIDIF = ~\I(ob8) .. 1 I(oalo)\
0

SUMIOBS = ~ I(obs)

E IInuo(obs) ~ 1 Inuo(oalo) I
.\.

SUMNUCDIF • , 0

SUMNUCOBS ::I 'E lnuo (obs)

SUMMAGDIF = ~ IImag (obe) .. ~ Imag (oalo) I
SUMMAGOBS = E Imag(obe)

RESIDUAL = ~W{y(obB) M 1. y (oalo)}2/(N"P+C)
Cl.

,SKEWNESS = determinantal value of the normal matr!x with

normalized oolumn veotors. When all veotors

are orthogona1, SKEWNESS =1 •.

On the l~~t oyole, a list of y(obs) and ~ (oalo) is printeg

if r~quested, preoeded by the ~tarting and finishing ang~e8 and step

size in O.Ot degrees 26.

Next a list of separated integrated intensities is printed if

requested, under the heading

H K L POS rnuc lMAG ITOT lOBS DIF ESD

where POS is the position (in 0.01 degrees 26) of reflexion (H,KJ~)

1
INUC = - Inuo(oalo)

0

1lMAG = - Imag (oalo )
0
1ITOT = - I(oa10)
0

lOBS = I(obs)

DIF = IOBS-ITOT

ESD = cr(IOBS) •

The denominators ~, NK, NL of the integers H,K,L are printed

immediately below the heading H,K,L.

5.2.3 Punched output of refinement program

The possible output cards, with their formats are:

... 19 ...

• ! -f'
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J ,. '1"~ '

h

j .....i

:1 ~

~./

f
i,t
~; .

(1) It OBS + GALe INTENS ITIES It

(i) 0.,6,0>.

. (If "PUNCH ::: 2 or 3)

- in units of 0.91 degree 26 (3!8)

t

i
I,
I,
I
t·
Ii

blank card

(ii) Y(obs t, 1. y (calc) •
\101 C Po

y(obS)w J i y(calc)w·

blank card

(iil) N.

- y-values corresponding to 26 :: a,

to2 a. :;: W, one set per card (218).

When y(obs) :: 0, the value of

y(calc) is suppressed.

" number of reflexions contributing

to the intensities in the above

scattering range. (I8)

2FN (obs),~ nuclear contribution to the calcu"uc

(ii) NH, NK, NL.

(iil) H, K, L,

CF~uc(C.lC),

.3 blank cards

'(2) '''STRUCTURE FACTO~"

(i) N.

lated and observed integrated
. 2

squared structure factors S (~).

(If PUNCH:: 1 or 3)

~ code and calculated position in

0.01 degrees 26 for each of these

N reflexions, one refle~ion per

card (I8, FB.1) •

~ indices for each reflexion

- denominators of H,K,L (318)

~ magnetic contribution to the calM

cUlated and observed integrated
2squared struoture faotors S (!).

See Riatveld (1969).

" number of reflexions contributing

to the pattern in the range (0.,00),
as above (18)

ICODE, 26 .•
~

2 2
cJ (oalc), JMAG(oba).

(iv)

2 blank cards

(3) "NEW COORDINATES It (If COORn :: 1).

Cards ~re punched containing the values of the parameters

obtained in the last refinement cycle, in the format required

for direot input to the next run of the program.

2 blank oards

.... 20 ...

---.-.- ""..«, .... ,:......



(4) ItCOORDmATES COVARIANCES" (If CORREL • 1)

The oovarianoe matrix is punohed row by ~ow (8E10~4).' The rows

(and o~lwnn8) of this (3 x ATOM, .3 x ATOM) ma.trix lleter to tho atom
oo~ordin&tee in the order

••••

Example of the use or the program

~i· To illustrate all of' the features of the mod.ified. program, tha datA tot
~~

MMnTa4Sa at 4.2K, given by Rietveld (1969b), has been adapted for use as an

example. The Mh atom has a magnetic moment, so th~t in the struotUre refine"

mnnt the prog~~ has to take aocount of tbe magnetic soattering oontribution

j as "ell ab n~,ole.r soattering. At 4.2K these magnetio moments are', ferro"

lmSgnatioallY.ordered in the basAl plAne, but theirdireot:l.on cannot be deter-.

~mineet from tb'Et pcwder data; Rietveld. assumed. it to be along the x' axis.', '
:!

6.1 . ~ner&1 desoription of the test problem

The spaoe group is hexagonal P63/mmc (No.194), with atoms in the

speoial positions

Mn at 0, 0,0 (2a)

Ta
1

at 0, O,:t (2b)

Ta2 at 1 : (6h)X,2X'4,

81
at 1 i ' (4f)"3", , i'

82 a.t x,2x,lt (12k)

These p08itions oan be desoribed by the 12 centro~ymmetrio positiorts of

(12k) •
.- .. ........ t y,y"x,t+z; xfJ4Y,x,!-+7.;x",z; Y,~,z; y,..x,x,z; x,y, ~z;

- - x,Y,i-z; . y,x...y,t-z; y-x,·i,-!-z.x,y,z; y,y-x,z; Jt*Y,t, z;.

with y = 2x. The lattice dimensions and angles are

(1 )

o =12.4481 7.R
o

y .= 120

,.. 21 ....

f'ij

a =b =6.60529i
o

et =f3 =90

Levy (1956) has derived relationships between the (3. j factors for these
, J.

apeoial positions of this space group, using the symmetry transformati,on

(y.x,y,z) which leaves (x,2~,z) u~changed~ He obtains 012 = t ~22 and

~3 = t ~f~· This rela.tion also holds for the Bij factors, since



1

Since (y-x,y,~--z) leaves (x,2x,~) unchanged, this transformation can be used

to show that f3
23

(Ta2 ) =: O. Similarly (~,y, z) yields (322 :.: (311 for the Mn,

Ta1 and S1 atoms. Thus there are four independent f3ij factors for S2'

three for Ta
2

and two for each of the Mn, Ta
1

and 31 atomso The correct

ohoice of oodewords for these parameters will ensure that these syrrunetry

relations are retained throughout any refinement of the temperature factors.

Initial values for the B .. factors can be obtained from the isotropic
lJ

B faotors in terms of the angles a*, 0*, y* of the reciprocal cell;

B

B :.: B cos y* etc.
12

(2 )

)

L:

11
I

:1

These starting values automatically satisfy the symmetry relations for the

{3 ij aince for example a* :.: b* and cos y* :;.; ccs 60 ;.;; ~. so that 012 :::: ~. (322

aocording to (1) and (2).

To limit the amo\ll1t of output, only a short section of the MnTu
4

S8
powder pattern, between 28 :::: 22.69° and 20 :.: 75.590 has been used, sampling

Rietveld's data at intervals of 0.05° 20 by linear interpolation. 1'his

is insuf'f'icient data to obtain meaningful r8sults on varying all parameters

simultaneously. The full scan is especially needed to determine the

B fa.ctors, as is indicated by the relatively large stnodard duv.iations

obtained for B11 (Ta1 ) and B12 (Ta2), which have been refined merely to

illustrate the use of the parameter cod0wordso

All of the constrairtfunctions consist of' simple linear relations

between two parameters i.e.

- 22 -

tpht:180 rl:J1H.tioi~8 OlJ1n thof'uf'oI'U lj(l spooil'i.ud l).Y lIIoans 01' the OOduwocds alone.

Howevor, to LLlutlLl'uLtl Lllu UtlU u1' L1llJ l:uW.1.10llll1L l'Ul\cLllJll:J, 1.111) 1"ld/IUlIll

.A ;;;;; B - F has been introduced by meantJ ui' lwo linear l'unctiun~ A - 13 ;;; U

and B ... F :::: O.

y(Ta2 ) - 2x(Ta2 )

y(S2) - 2x(S2)

13 22 (Mn, Ta1 ) = °11 (Mn, Ta1 )

°12 (K ) :::: ~ 11.2 2 ( K) j( _. U 11 a toms

(313 (Mn, Ta1 ' rp1l 2 ) .- P2.3 (Nt1l ,rea1 ' rra2 )

P2.3 (s1 ' S2 ) - .~ (3 1.3 (s1 ,S~J

A == B :::l 111 (hexagDnaL LiYllllllt:J try)

o



Reaotor Cent~um Nederland
Profile Refinement Program,

on which the latter part '

"
'-..---- ...----• .,.;.,._-.----------.......---'--..--.•.•.----....~ ... c "_'"

Only two cycles of refinement have boen requs&ted, 80 that the 'be&t

p088ible fit has not been aohieved although the refinement is converging.
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